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HOW TO JOIN QUAKER CONCERN FOR ANIMALS
Please send your cheque for £12 or £7 (usual concessions) for 2013 to Marian Hussenbux,
address below. Please note, this address supersedes others for the time being.
Please make cheques payable to Quaker Concern for Animals. If you wish to pay by
Standing Order, please ask for details.
It would help us if you would say how you first came to hear about Quaker Concern for Animals.
Requests for emergency funding, occasioned either by man-made or natural disasters, reach
us more and more frequently. If you are able to support us with an extra donation, we can
help more animals in distress.

COMMITTEE OF QUAKER CONCERN FOR ANIMALS UP TO AGM 2013
Marian Hussenbux. 30, Sherry Lane, Arrowe Park, Wirral CH49 5LS. 0151-677-7680
Ann Johnson
Ros Lowther
Edna Mathieson
Viktoria Nealis
Feargus O’Connor
Judith Treanor
Sonia Waddell
Scientific Advisor:
Angela Walder

WILD SWANS – by Geraint Goodwin 1903-1942
On moor and heath and heather
Has the Night begun
And weary sheep are bleating,
Bleating, one by one.
Go those sunlit specks of feather
Like a galley, altogether,
Beating, beating,
On the flood-gates of the sun
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QUAKER NEWS
Course at Woodbrooke
Right Relationship: Quakers and the creation
Friday 16 to Sunday 18 August 2013
Describing his experience of spiritual transformation George Fox wrote that “All
things were new; and all the creation gave unto me another smell than before, beyond what
words can utter.” We will explore the significance of this early Quaker experience for
our current concern for animals and the natural world and consider the role of the
Spirit in establishing right relationship within creation. In the context of a deepening
environmental crisis, can Quakerism offer the world a transformative creation spirituality?
Stuart Masters, Senior Programme Leader
Direct Line: 0121 415 6768
Woodbrooke Quaker Study Centre
1046 Bristol Road, Birmingham B29 6LJ
enquiries@woodbrooke.org.uk
conferences@woodbrooke.org.uk
Quaker & Business (Q&B) Group Conference at Friends House.
QCA was invited to attend this event on November 7 2012,at which we saw our role at this stage
as largely that of observers. Edna Mathieson attended, for which we thank her. She reports:
“The Conference began with an Introduction explaining what the Q&B Group was – its
aims and what it did.
It aimed to “… champion better values in business and the workplace”, and to base these
upon Quaker principles; and to run “… regular events, publish articles and booklets, carry
out research and develop ethical business knowledge.” I bought their book,“Good Business:
ethics @ work – Advices and Queries on personal standards of conduct at work”.
Q&B had had many discussions with the Occupy Movement, as had Andrew Haldane, a
Director of the Bank of England, who had concluded that the Movement‘s ethical and
economic arguments were completely sound.The Movement is fast becoming a think-tank.
Q&B hopes to set up a bank.As this requires a considerable amount of money, the Group
initially intends to establish a Quaker Finance Trust and discussions are being held with
Companies House. In addition, it intends to set up a Social Stock Exchange, financially
backed by the Rowntree Trust.
Two case studies followed this Introduction: one, supporting Quaker schools, particularly
the Quaker model of business in the schools’ Business Studies courses.The second, setting
up Master Mind Groups for, mainly, disabled people. These would encourage ideas and
give support.
The Conference then divided into listening groups of four: each member had five minutes
to explain their ideas, and another five for Questions and Answers and discussion. A
member of my listening group was a manager of a conference facility. He thought he
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could make changes to his daily menus, for example, have vegetarian or vegan meals each
week. Another listening group member suggested he also might contact his suppliers to
find out the provenance of the produce he bought from them and this suggestion was
immediately taken up.
After the lunch break, attendees divided again.This time into an “ideas market place”: Each
Conference member had ten minutes to put up a notice of their idea.
Mine was:
A N I M A L S: How we may improve our attitudes, actions, towards them.
There was movement between sites and then a general coming together and worship at
the conclusion of the Conference.”
Edna adds:
“The fact that they are considering ethics in business can extend of course to ethics
towards non-human animals; also that businesses can and should look beyond their
own behaviour - how one can question one’s suppliers - do they use animals and animal
products.
I saw this as a possible starter, the opening for QCA at a future meeting, when we would
know better what to expect and what their views and aims are.
I am extremely hopeful – I find what they are doing very exciting.”
The next meeting will be in Sheffield on 20th April 2013.
Q&B Group: tel. 0300 321 4649 http://www.qandb.org/
Edna also represented QCA again as an observer at the Association of Lawyers for
Animal Welfare (ALAW) Seminar on November 12 2012 in London.
David Thomas, legal consultant for BUAV, gave a power point presentation and the other
half of the seminar was on Judicial Review as a “tool” which could be used reasonably
easily and effectively.
A paper on this is available – if you are interested in a copy, please contact Edna at: edna.
mathieson1@btinternet.com
www.alaw.org.uk
QCA supports the future of animal replacement science
Members of Quaker Concern for Animals (QCA) were invited to the House
of Commons on 16 January, to join MPs and leading UK research scientists for the
announcement of a ‘world first’ innovation to further animal replacement in science.
The reception, hosted by Kerry McCarthy MP, launched a ground-breaking partnership
between the Dr Hadwen Trust for Humane Research (DHT) and the Blizard
Institute at Queen Mary University of London, to create the world’s first Professorial
Chair dedicated to animal replacement science. Introducing the speakers, Kerry McCarthy
said:“This really is a landmark moment in the process of reducing and replacing the use of
animals in scientific experiments. It will put the UK at the cutting edge of scientific research.”
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A legacy left to DHT by their supporter Alan Stross was designated specifically for
this first step towards developing the next generation of scientists, leading to a global
community of scientists seeking more ethical, human-relevant alternatives to animal testing.
DHT Chief Executive Kailah Eglington said: “It not only takes animal replacement
science to a new level, it also represents a major breakthrough in uniting science and animal
advocacy in working together to find cures for illness that replace the use of animals.
“This branch of science is becoming increasingly accepted within the scientific community.
It is vital that new and also existing researchers are aware that successful alternatives not
only exist - but that more are needed.”
The Blizard Institute is home to 300 researchers working in the fields of genomic medicine,
molecular and cellular medicine, immune systems, experimental medicine and population
health. It has been a pioneer in the development of in vitro models using human cells and
tissue and, in particular, the development of 3-D models. Professor Mike Curtis, Director
of the Blizard Institute and Deputy Vice Principal for Health at Queen Mary, University
of London said: “We look forward to this partnership which is an obvious extension of
our past work with the Dr Hadwen Trust.”
Following the appointment of the Chair, the education and research will be enhanced
by another ‘first’ in the creation of an Animal Replacement Science Department within
the Blizard Institute.
This major breakthrough in medical science is particularly meaningful for QCA, not least
since the group grew out of the Friends’ Anti-Vivisection Association, founded in 1891 by,
among others, Joseph Storrs Fry and Joshua Rowntree MP.
The vivisection issue has remained a central concern for QCA and, in September 2006,
we helped form the inter-faith Universal Kinship Fund, at the World Congress of Faiths
Interfaith Celebration of Animals at Golders Green Unitarian Church.The Fund, administered
by DHT, supports its commitment to replace the use of animals in medical research and,
to date, has raised over £12,000 for a range of vital research projects.
Addressing reception guests, recently appointed DHT patron, Dr Brian May said:
“Things have gone horribly wrong in the way we treat other species on our planet. This
is a wonderfully forward-looking venture, establishing a key avenue of research and an
academic discipline in its own right.”
Dr May continued: “The introduction of this Chair is vitally important and will help unite
animal campaigners and scientists.This key avenue of research is an academic discipline in
its own right. We hope it will spread, leading to a situation where animals are no longer
used. If we must use animals, then we must move to more humane treatment.”
Kerry McCarthy earlier told QCA representatives: “I am so relieved we now have this
powerful credibility. It has been so hard to establish a credible base for ending the use
of animals in medical research and the fact this academic post has been established will
help so much. People still believe this is a purely emotive issue and reliable alternatives
are not taken seriously.
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She continued: “Despite the ‘three Rs’ that were introduced by the Labour Party”
(Replacement, Reduction, Refinement) “animal tests have actually risen.”
Ms McCarthy, who has been vegan for 21 years, is a keen animal advocate working for
animals in many areas. She explained:“Being based in the South West, my main involvements
are in farming and livestock – particularly in live animal export.” In addition, she works
for horses and badgers.
Animal welfare and rights groups have long campaigned against the cruelty involved in
experiments on animals and concern is growing in the scientific community, not least on
grounds of danger to human health through continuing reliance on the animal model for
testing. Biological differences between species mean that results from animal tests cannot
reliably predict how humans will respond to a particular drug and, because many animals
don’t get human diseases, these have to be artificially induced in them.
After the presentations, guests had the opportunity to comment. One pathologist from
the University of Liverpool said the use of animals by pharmaceutical companies was
actually holding back research and that reliance on animals was a real problem for human
health. Rather than a concentration on the ‘big block-buster’ drugs, produced on a onesize-fits-all basis, smaller ‘niche’ drugs were needed to treat people more individually.
Kailah Eglington described the DHT and the Blizard Institute as “…both pioneers. We
are willing to step out of the box for positive change - and we both want what’s best for
medicine and society as a whole. The public increasingly wants a more ethical approach
to developing medicine and we all want to eradicate dreadful diseases. Today is day one
in the bringing together of the heart and the science.”
The Doctor Hadwen Trust is the UK’s leading non-animal medical research charity funding
projects to help both people and animals. It receives no Government funding and is entirely
reliant on donations to continue its work. Further information: www.drhadwentrust.org
Applications for the candidates for the DHT Professorial Chair in Animal Replacement
Science at the Blizard Institute will be invited in March 2013.
http://www.drhadwentrust.org/
http://www.qmul.ac.uk/media/news/items/smd/89295.html
http://www.kerrymccarthymp.org/news/westminster_news/news.aspx?p=1091068
The photo on the back cover shows Kailah Eglington Chief Executive Dr Hadwen Trust,
Kerry McCarthy Labour MP for Bristol East and Brian May, patron Dr Hadwen Trust for
Humane Research.
~ Thanks to Ann Johnson for her report on this positive initiative.
In the week that saw the announcement of the creation of the world’s first Professorial
Chair dedicated to animal replacement science, candlelight vigils were held across Europe
to draw attention to the Harlan UK facilities in this country - the UK’s last remaining
breeders of beagles for vivisection.
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London QCA member Thom Bonneville attended the vigil held on the evening of
19 January in Trafalgar Square and reported that about thirty stalwarts from across the
country nearly lost their fingers to frostbite as they leafleted passersby and held candles
aloft to raise awareness of this hideous industry. Only Eddy the beagle seemed unaffected
by the cold!
Find out more and sign the petition at http://savetheharlanbeagles.com
RESCUE OF HIGHLANDERS HAMISH AND DOUGAL.
Our member Heidi Stephenson of Totnes Meeting writes:
‘In March 2012 in Cape Cornwall, I met Hamish and Dougal, two young Highland steers,
so completely trusting of humans, that it would have been a terrible betrayal to “send
them to slaughter.”
Hamish and Dougal might only be two in that terrified crowd of 60 billion who annually
lose their lives to our meat industry, but they mattered to me personally. The farmer
wanted up to £2000 for them. This was going to be a potentially challenging task, but
the forces of Good were definitely on our side and within a few short months the funds
were raised and all the problems were solved.
VIVA! agreed to run an appeal, Hillside Animal Sanctuary in Norfolk offered the
boys a permanent home at their West Runton site, where - if all went to plan - Hamish
and Dougal would join a resident Highland herd. With help from many sources, by
August the funds were in place and on the 20th, after they’d cleared their DEFRA TB
checks, Hamish and Dougal finally made their long journey to freedom.’
VIVA! link: http://viva.org.uk/hamishanddougal/william.php
Latest: William, a Limousin bull who was brought up with Hamish and Dougal, has now, after
much negotiation, also been bought and rescued and will join his ‘brothers’ at Hillside.
More details on this will be posted on our web site as they become available.
INTERFAITH
Should Muslims Reconsider Animal Slaughter on Eid?
The annual celebration of Eid al-Adha, which commemorates the story of Abraham’s
willingness to sacrifice his son Ishmael, is a day of celebration around the Muslim world.
However, for millions of animals it is anything but a day for rejoicing as this day marks
the beginning of ritual animal slaughter. Many individuals in the Muslim world are either
refusing to participate in this ritual or speaking up and asking for an end to animal
sacrifice. Some are notable animal advocates such as Amira Hassan from Tunisia, Seçil
Aracı from Turkey and Amina Abaza the founder of the Society for Protecting the Rights
of Animals in Egypt.
And it isn’t just animal advocates who wish to see an end to this ritual. It is average
Muslims who are re-evaluating if this ritual is actually part of the tradition of compassion
and mercy as espoused by the Quran and the living example of the Prophet Muhammad.
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The Story of Abraham.
Shahid ‘Ali Muttaqi has written a widely circulated and robust piece on the religious and
historical inaccuracies connected to the Eid sacrifice. His piece indicates that the single
largest contributing factor to why this ritual continues is the misinterpretation of the
story of Abraham.
In the traditional story Abraham, upon seeing a vision, believes God is instructing him to
sacrifice his son, Ishmael. As the story goes, when Abraham is about to begin the sacrifice
God saves Ishmael’s life by providing a ram in his place.
If one opens the Quran, at verse 37:102, to read the actual story, the interpretation turns
out to be rather different:
“He (Abraham) said: “Oh my son! I see in vision That I offer thee in sacrifice: Now see what
is Thy view!” (The son) said: “Oh my father! Do As thou art commanded:Thou wilt find me,
If Allah so wills, one Practicing patience and constancy!” So when they had both Submitted
their wills (to Allah), And he had laid him Prostrate on his forehead (For sacifice), We called
out to him,“Oh Abraham! Thou hast already fulfilled The vision!” thus indeed Do We reward
Those who do right. For this was obviously A trial And We ransomed him With a momentous
sacrifice.”The Quran states that Abraham had a dream in which he believed God was instructing
him to sacrifice his son. What should be obvious, yet is overlooked, is that at no point does
the Quran state the dream was from God or that God demanded this sacrifice. This is an
important distinction to make, since the insistence for animal sacrifice is based upon the
notion that Abraham’s vision came from God and God instructed Abraham to sacrifice his
son. In fact it should be noted that God interjects to stop Abraham from sacrificing his son.
The next distinction to make in the story has to do with a translation of the last line “And We ransomed him With a momentous sacrifice.”
In some translations of the Quran the term “Momentous sacrifice” has been replaced
with animal sacrifice. There seems to be some debate among scholars on this last, but
crucial, sentence. Quranic scholars such as Muhammad Asad have further interpreted
this line to read “mighty” or “tremendous” and have indicated in their references that
Abraham, himself, not God, sought out a Ram for slaughter.
In fact the Abrahamic sacrifice had nothing to do with the physical act of blood-letting.
Abraham’s sacrifice was actually about his willingness to let go of the most important
thing in his life, in order to fulfil what he perceived to be the will of the Divine Creator.
In order to properly commemorate Abraham’s sacrifice it’s important to ask ourselves if
we are giving up something of intense value when we reduce the sacrifice to slaughtering
an animal. Are we really making the same type of emotional and mental sacrifice that
Abraham made? If not, then how exactly are we enhancing our spiritual development by
continuing with this tradition?
The next reason the practice of animal sacrifice continues has to do with the argument
of using the meat of these animals to be able to feed disadvantaged people.Yes, it is true
that some of the meat of the sacrificed animal goes to feed the poor.
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However, we must ask ourselves - are we concerned with feeding people for only a few
days, or maintaining the message of social justice the Quran espouses?
“It is not righteousness that you turn your faces towards the East and the West, but
righteous is the one who believes in Allah, and the Last Day, and the angels and the Book
and the prophets and gives away wealth out of love for Him (God) to the near of kin
and the orphans and the needy and the wayfarer and to those who ask and sets slaves
free... 2:177”
There are numerous verses devoted to social justice in the Quran. This one has been
interpreted by scholars to mean that holistic spiritual observation involves understanding
and responding to the conditions of the disadvantaged in our communities. That “giving
away wealth” does not only include money, but our time, involvement and long-term
commitment to helping shift the conditions of those who do not have. And, meaningless
religious observation, done for the sake of tradition, as is the case with animal sacrifice,
has limited scope to alter conditions.
If we are concerned with social justice and creating meaningful, long term change then
we Muslims must reconsider funneling our money from this sacrifice and make other
investments in our communities to help the disadvantaged. Maybe those investments would
be towards grassroots organizations. Such organizations engage the communities they
work for.They give power to their constituents to determine what they need (education,
vocational training, health care) instead of assuming to know what they need (meat),
thereby “helping to change the condition of a people” (Quran 13:11) for the long-term.
Treatment and Conditions of Animals.
It would not be possible to discuss this issue without recognizing the very beings that
give their lives for this tradition - the animals.
There is a strong tradition in Islam for the just and humane treatment of animals and
especially those who are to be slaughtered. The Prophet Muhammad, who was a strong
advocate for animals and sensitive to their suffering, advised his followers “Fear God in
regards to these animals who cannot speak their will.” Al-Hafiz B.A. Masri, one of the
leading Muslim scholars on the issue of animal welfare writes:
“If animals have been subjected to cruelties in their breeding, transport, slaughter, or in
their general welfare, meat from them is considered impure and unlawful to eat - Haram.
The flesh of animals killed by cruel methods -Al-Muthiah - is carrion - Al-Mujaththamah.
Even if these animals have been slaughtered in the strictest Islamic manner, if cruelties
were inflicted on them otherwise, their flesh is still forbidden, Haram, food.”
Yet this idea of humane treatment of animals in Islam is at complete odds with the reality
of how animals are treated. Live animal exports to Muslim countries from places such as
Australia and New Zealand account for a majority of the animals who are used for the
Eid sacrifice.There is now indisputable documented evidence, from both Muslim and nonMuslim investigators, detailing a level of cruelty to these animals, that would have caused
our Prophet to weep.
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Live export animals are routinely packed tight into transport containers for journeys that
can take weeks. During that time they are provided with no food, no water, and stand
chained and immobile in their own urine and feces. Many animals die of dehydration and
malnutrition. Many pregnant sheep or cows give birth to their babies in these conditions,
only to watch them die a slow, painful death. Even if we forget for a moment how these
animals arrive at their destination, consider that during the Hajj more than two million
animals are sacrificed in one day. It is absolutely impossible to slaughter this number of
animals, within a few hours, and think it is done in a humane manner. In many Muslim
countries butchers are now admitting that the demand for sacrificing animals keeps them
from using Islamic humane methods, thus rendering the slaughter against the very tenets
of Islam and the meat un-Halal - not fit for consumption by Muslims.
If this is not reason enough to forgo the Eid sacrifice, then consider that the livestock
industry is the leading contributor towards land, air and water pollution and degradation
of our ecosystem.
Consider that the very act of involving ourselves in the ritual animal sacrifice places our
earth at jeopardy. As Muslims, on Eid, and the rest of the year, should we not be mindful
of whether continuing such a tradition is compatible with our Islamic responsibility to
be care-takers of this earth?
Many Muslims have privately contemplated these very points and have determined this
tradition does not serve their understanding of Islam.You will find some of their thoughts
and comments at www.thecompassionatemuslim.com
Anila Muhammad, Muslims for Progressive Values, Toronto Chapter.
~ QCA is grateful to Anila for her important article and also to the Huffington Post, who
originally published it and allowed us to re-print.
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/anila-muhammad/animal-muslim-eid_b_1971072.
html#slide=1658231
FROM THE HOLY QUR’AN: ON THE RELIGIOUS SACRIFICE OF ANIMALS:
“Their flesh will never reach Allah, nor their blood – but your devotion and piety will reach him.”
A EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE ON RELIGIOUS SLAUGHTER
The article printed above describes sacrifice performed for a specific Islamic ritual, EidAl-Adha.
Day to day slaughter of animals for food is subject to national, and where applicable,
European, legislation. In many countries, pre-stunning before slaughter is legally required.
However, Shechita killing of animals, to comply with Jewish dietary requirements, and some
halal slaughter for Muslims prohibits pre-stunning, requiring the animals to be conscious
when their throats are cut.
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This is therefore an area where animal welfare concerns and freedom of religion may well
collide and the following news item highlights additional confusion in the case of halal
slaughter:
In December 2012, Muslim parents in Lancashire were urged not to allow their children to
eat meat at school; Lancashire Council of Mosques (LCM) issued a warning after it said it
found that suppliers providing meat to Lancashire County Council (LCC) for use in schools
were not maintaining the high halal standards they expected. In an interview on local TV,
the leader of the council cited animal welfare as being an issue of concern, saying it was
not acceptable that a previous administration had allowed suppliers to provide meat from
animals who had not been stunned before slaughter.
LCC maintained all meat was accredited by the Universal Halal Agency, Halal Food Authority
or the European Halal Development Agency.The council leader added that pre-stunning was
accepted by many Islamic authorities as halal.
The latest news (Dec. 11) confirmed that, despite opposition from some local Muslims, the
council, backed by a veterinary organisation, was standing by its decision to serve halal meat
from pre-stunned animals.
In Britain, the WASK regulations – Welfare of Animals (Slaughter or Killing) Regulations 1995
– implement European legislation. Whilst requiring pre-stunning, they allow an exemption
for religious slaughter.The wording is important: the exemption permits religious slaughter
‘without the infliction of unnecessary suffering’, by Jews and Muslims holding the requisite
licence. It is an offence to cause unnecessary suffering to an animal.
It is instantly obvious that this is a completely subjective question. The vast majority of
people, who eat meat, will answer the question “What is ‘necessary’ suffering?” differently
from those who do not.
As some proponents of religious slaughter argue that a concern for animal welfare could
cover a wish to discriminate against the practices of other faiths, legal experts consider a
ban on religious slaughter as unrealistic at present.
Legislation in the European Union may also conflict with the wishes of the member states,
which further complicates the issue, as the following example proves. In December 2012,
a high court in Poland ruled that religious slaughter violates the country’s constitution and
a 1997 law that slaughter should only “follow the loss of consciousness” after stunning.
However, a law allowing slaughter without pre-stunning on the grounds of religious freedom
will go into effect throughout the EU on January 1 2013, which should take precedence
over national legislation.
Animal advocates, however, still see the Polish ruling as a victory, and are arguing that Poland
may still be able to request an exemption from the EU law.
It should be noted that in Britain, the Government’s advisory body, The Farm Animal Welfare
Council, recommended a ban on religious slaughter in 2003, supported by the British Veterinary
Association. The RSPCA also opposes slaughter without pre-stunning.
But if a ban on religious slaughter where the animals have not been pre-stunned is not a
likely proposition at the moment, what can be done?
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There are moves within the European Union to make consumers aware if meat on sale
comes from animals who have not been stunned. Some schools, hospitals and other
public outlets in the UK were revealed in 2010 to be serving halal meat to the public
without informing them of this and there were some petitions raised against the practice.
In January 2012, the European Commission issued a strategy for the welfare of animals
2012-2015 (1), including requiring the labelling of meat from animals not stunned before
slaughter, though the European Parliament had previously rejected an amendment to this
effect proposed in July 2011.
Note:
(1) Communication from the Commission on the European Strategy for the
Protection and Welfare of Animals 2012-2015, COM (2012)6 final/2.
~ Compiled by Marian Hussenbux.
QCA note: we covered the issue of the labelling of products in our Autumn 2010
newsletter. The group Scotland for Animals has done much work on this subject.
Please see:
http://www.scotlandforanimals.org/religiousslaughter.html
For a full examination into the legal aspects of this issue, please see Weighing the necessity
of animal suffering in religious slaughter: religious freedom versus consumer choice and animal
welfare, by Deborah Rook, Principal Lecturer in Law, and Anna Stephenson, Senior
Lecturer in Law at Northumbria University.
This appeared in the Journal of Animal Welfare Law, Spring/Summer 2012, the magazine of
the Association of Lawyers for Animal Welfare (ALAW).
www.alaw.org.uk
QCA note: Ritual sacrifice is still practised in many societies and by other faiths. We
reported extensively on the Hindu Gadhimai festival in Nepal in our newsletter of Autumn
2010 and on our web site.We continue to be part of the Stop Animal Sacrifice network.
www.stopanimalsacrifice.org
Here is another example of a ritual sacrifice in Odisha, India, this time with a hopeful
outcome:
120 YEARS TRADITION OF ANIMAL SACRIFICE ENDS
Every year in Odisha, India, Rajo Sankranti is a feast day for Srirampur and neighbouring
villages.The police control the number of animals killed for the deity Maa Ramchandi, whose
temple is situated in the campus of Ramachandra Nodal U.P. School.The 428 students, aged
five to thirteen years, witness the slaughter of hundreds of animals every year.
JILLA PASHUBALI PRATIRODHA MANCHA, a district forum for the prevention of
animal sacrifice, and the animal welfare organization APOWA (Action for Protection
of Wild Animals) have been jointly campaigning over the last decade for the abolition
of this tradition.
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In June 2012, animal sacrifices were completely stopped after a complaint was made
at the local police station against the temple administration and the slaughterer. Police
arrested the slaughterer, and APOWA volunteers, along with some village youths, started
an awareness campaign, distributing leaflets and picketing in front of the temple.
In this way, 120 years of tradition came to a close. Last year more than 320 animals were
sacrificed in that place. Animal sacrifices were also stopped in other two other places in
Kendrapara district.
APOWA has set up Karuna Clubs, in which the young are required to subscribe to
the following:
Members are to develop qualities of love, non-violence, compassion, humanism, peaceful
coexistence, friendship with nature and understand the need for freedom of all living
creatures.
They must everyday save some food from their meals and feed cows, dogs, cats, crows,
sparrows, goats etc in their neighborhood.
If an animal is helpless or is wounded, they should send that animal immediately to the
veterinary hospital with the help of an adult person.
Every member should plant a new sapling/tree every year and look after it every day must protect the environment and save it from pollution of any kind, must thriftily use
and consume natural resources like water, trees, power, forest products and assist in their
rational management - must avoid the use of animal products derived from cruelty and
killing and use man made or artificial alternatives - must learn the merits of vegetarian
way of living, follow and propagate it amongst friends, students and family members in
the society (A vegetarian diet means diet from vegetation and dairy products obtained
without any cruelty or killing of creatures) - should actively take part in all activities
conducted by the club - should adopt the stray, orphanage animals and birds.
Please visit http://www.apowa.org.in to read more about their excellent work.
HOME NEWS
HARE TODAY – GONE TOMORROW?
Rodney Hale
When did you last see a hare? During the late 1880s there were around four million hares
in Britain and their springtime boxing antics were a familiar sight to many a countryside
walker. But their numbers have plummeted since those times – by around 75% since
the 1960s A national survey conducted by the University of Bristol during 1997/08
indicated a population of 730,000 hares in Britain. Putting that figure into perspective,
the wild rabbit population is estimated at 40 million. The hare’s population decline has
been especially steep in the south-west. Computer modelling studies have shown that
the low density hare populations found in the region are likely to be highly unstable, with
a high chance of local extinctions.
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The reasons for the decline are not entirely clear, but changed farming practices and patterns
of land use have certainly been major factors. In the south-west, where grassland farming
predominates, the switch from haymaking to silage production has resulted in increased
casualties to hares from farm machinery - especially leverets. Modern, fast growing grass
varieties enable several silage cuts in a season – presenting a danger to hares and other
wildlife on each occasion. We have no figures for Britain but in Germany an estimated
153,000 hares are killed by farm machinery annually. The good news is that researchers in
Denmark are developing a tractor mounted thermal imaging device which detects hares
and other wildlife hidden in crops.
Hares are not regarded as agricultural pests and most farmers enjoy having them on their
land. Hares and rabbits do not generally mix, so if a farmer has hares in residence he knows
they will keep rabbits away. Given the opportunity, hares prefer to eat wild grasses and herbs
to cultivated forms, with grasses predominating in the winter and herbs in the summer.
Environmental Stewardship offers uncultivated field margins as a management option to
farmers which benefits hares by providing wild forage maturing in succession throughout
the year and also safe shelter for them to rear their young. Farmers are compensated for
the consequent loss of productive land.
In 1995 government concern for the status of the brown hare resulted in a Species Action Plan
having among its objectives a doubling of the hare population by the year 2010, but this was
not achieved. Reputable surveys indicate that in some areas numbers have increased while in
others they have decreased, but overall the national population has remained stable since 1995.
Despite their reputation for timidity, hares can be very courageous, especially in defence of
their young. There is a case on record of a mother fighting off a buzzard and a crow at the
same time. In another case a sparrow hawk had seized a leveret but was only a few feet off
the ground and the mother leapt up to retrieve it.
Hares are supreme athletes and healthy adults can reach 45 mph, which is 50% faster than a
fox. Only by stealth and ambush does a fox have any chance of taking an adult hare. Hares
can also leap up to18 feet which they utilise to break their scent trail as they return to their
“forms” to rest, or at dusk to give their offspring their single daily feed. Back-tracking is
another tactic they use to confuse their scent trail.
Hares are also good swimmers and up to a mile has been recorded on several occasions,
especially in estuarine areas such as the Essex and Suffolk coasts. They may do this to
reach one of their favourite food plants – the sea pea Lathyrus maritima. In one case on
the northern England coast a hare was seen to swim a mile on several occasions to visit his
mate on an offshore island. Even more remarkably he waited on the shore until so-called
“slack water” when there was no tidal flow to carry him away from his destination.
And those boxing antics? Not usually a contest between rival males as previously thought,
but a female coming into season, yet not quite ready to accept the male and boxing off his
over-amorous advances.

Rodney Hale MSc
Founder - Hare Preservation Trust, Recorder of Mammals - Devonshire Association
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Kent Action Against Live Exports
The NGO Kent Action Against Live Exports (KAALE) is a completely volunteer-run
organisation specifically set up to address the specific issue of live animal exports, primarily
from the port of Dover, but now more recently covering both Ramsgate and Ipswich.
During the past year and just over, we have seen live animal exports for slaughter move
out of Dover to the port of Ramsgate, though Dover continues to be monitored.A terrible
incident at Ramsgate harbour on Wednesday 12th September 2012 which resulted in the
deaths of around 46 sheep led to the port owners,Thanet District Council, stopping the
live animal trade from the harbour, but it was soon re-instated after legal action.
KAALE intentions are to stop the trade in live animal exports through entirely legal and
peaceful demonstrations at any UK port.The KAALE crew gathers information, data and
photographs, and subsequently produces a detailed report for every live animal export
consignment which leaves any of the UK ports. These reports can be seen on our site
under the sub section of ‘Export Reports’. Older archive reports can also be found under
‘Harbours’.
In addition, we run a telephone newsline which is updated every weekend as standard
and further updated during the week when there are live animal shipments from UK
ports happening.
We have a vast group of supporters nationwide who provide us with all kinds of
information and support.We are involved with livestock market monitoring on a weekly
basis. We also welcome our overseas visitors.
Our site provides information and links for the following:
• European Union animal transport regulations
• Links on how to find MEPs from every member state of the EU
• Specific links to UK MEP’s on a national region by region basis
• An insight into Defra, which is responsible for, and approves, live animal exports from
the UK
We request your help and support to campaign against live animal exports from the UK
(when it happens) in whatever way you are able.This can be writing or mailing politicians,
or by becoming a member of KAALE. There is a link to membership on the site should
you wish to join with us, or kindly send us a donation.
KAALE holds a monthly demonstration outside the Eastern Dock at Dover on the 1st
Saturday of every month between 12 noon and 3pm; although sometimes now the location
is changed to other ports, depending on the location of the trade.
Information about monthly demonstration locations is provided via our telephone
newsline, the number for which you can find under ‘About Us’ – ‘Contact Us’.
www.kaale.org.uk
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CENTRE FOR ANIMALS AND SOCIAL JUSTICE– EVOLVING FROM UNCAGED
Dr. Dan Lyons writes:
The Centre for Animals and Social Justice (CASJ) is a new think tank dedicated to
research and policy advocacy to establish animals’ rightful status as recipients of social
justice.
Why are we evolving into the CASJ? Although there is broad agreement that cruelty to
animals is simply unacceptable, Governments consistently ignore animal suffering in favour
of powerful vested interests. We see it now in the Government’s reluctance to ban the
abuse of wild animals in circuses, and their abolition of pain limits in animal experiments.
So how can we finally convert public pressure and the compelling logic of animal protection
into the real-world changes that millions of defenceless animals are waiting for?
My groundbreaking research into the politics of animal protection shows that this means
giving animals a powerful voice within Government for the first time.Animals need effective
laws and institutions that will make sure their wellbeing is not automatically sacrificed
whenever it stands in the way of wanton greed and self-interest.
Embedding Animal Protection in Public Policy is our core research project, currently
under development, comprised of three strands critical to the representation of animals
in politics:
• an overarching legal/political status for animals
• the institutional representation of animals’ interests within government
• a government strategy with targets to improve animal protection
The Animals, Ethics and Public Policy Seminar was a four-part series marking the
official launch of the CASJ on 30 June 2011. The series, which also contributes to our
‘Embedding Animal Protection in Public Policy’ research project, brings academics and
postgraduate researchers from a variety of disciplines together with policy-makers and
stakeholders to promote understanding of the ethical and political assumptions embedded
within current UK animal welfare legislation.
This series will help:
a) To enhance understanding of the relationship between animals, ethics and public policy;
b) To improve the ability of policy-makers to state the ethical considerations and
framework behind policy decisions or policy crises;
c) To enable stakeholders – including the general public – to better judge the character
of animal protection policy making;
The series is also helping to build crucial research capacity by creating a sustainable
network of scholars and stakeholders, thereby facilitating collaboration and the exchange
of ideas. The inaugural seminar examined the place of animals in public policy at a broad
level, while later seminars discuss the ethical and policy issues surrounding wild animals,
animal experimentation and farmed animals.
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The CASJ is drawing together progressive and ethical experts to engage with Government
policy processes that affect the wellbeing of animals.We are undertaking research
to support improvements to the ethical and democratic quality of animal welfare policies.
The CASJ has coordinated an expert response to the Government public consultation in
summer 2011 on the transposition of the new EU Directive on animal experimentation
into British law, and was thanked for its input by the Shadow Spokesperson during a
debate on the new regulations.
Other opportunities to participate and shape decisions affecting animals include
consultation exercises, select committee inquiries and engaging with advisory groups
such as the ‘Animals in Science’ Advisory Committee and the Liaison Group of UK
Animal Welfare Advisory Bodies.We also aim to establish ourselves as sources of trusted
policy advice to relevant Ministers and policymakers. There is important work to carry
out in promoting understanding of animal protection issues amongst Parliamentarians,
including through the Associate Parliamentary Group for Animal Welfare.We offer advice
and consultancy to political parties as they seek to develop animal protection policies.
Read more at: www.casj.org.uk

ARRIVALS
Though a clear dawn pinks
the remaining mountain snow,
close by the aspen shivers green.
Resolve: if I were (ever) to settle in
I would go native and suspend
honey-water feeders from the eaves
against the humming-bird’s return.
Such days compulsively I’d watch
for that cocky sequinned buzz,
wings whizzing in atomic blur,
as the beak docks with an ardour
so precise it lets the filigree
tongue sip nectar to divine excess
before the bird assumes a perch
where his darkened throat puffs out,
pulses in a ruby-laser flash
that broadcasts: “Look! Look, I’m here!”
~ Bob Ward, member of Aylsham Meeting, Norfolk. Revelstoke, British Columbia,
May 2007
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OVERSEAS NEWS
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA – CAYUGA HEIGHTS, NEW YORK STATE.
An orphaned fawn in Cayuga Heights was raised by a buck and fed by does in the group.
The buck in the photo on the back cover is that fawn, now grown up, who took on his own
orphaned fawn to care for.
Regular readers may remember that QCA has long supported campaigners against the
proposed slaughter of deer in Cayuga Heights. (newsletter of Spring 2011).
Jenny Stein writes:
‘At a public meeting in November 2012, the Cayuga Heights government announced
that they are suspending their plan - due to take place in December - to perform a mass
slaughter of deer in the Village. This plan has threatened to destroy our community over
the last four years.
A judicial injunction blocked the killing from taking place last winter, based on a legal
challenge that included a scientific critique from national-level experts at Harvard,Tufts,Yale,
and the Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies. Despite this, the injunction was rescinded this
past June by a NY state Appellate court. This removed the last legal protection remaining
for the deer.
For years, the Mayor had insisted that Cayuga Heights residents were overwhelmingly in
favor of her plan, and would support the mass shooting of animals in neighborhood yards,
adjacent to countless homes and other highly populated areas. However, she and her fellow
trustees were unable to convince or pressure enough land owners to allow firearms to be
discharged within 500 feet of their homes - a permission required under New York state
law. As a result, they were left with insufficient sites to lure in and kill the deer. Village
residents resisted pressure, disinformation and scare tactics, banding together to stop
this tragedy from unfolding. Many people participated in a multi-year effort to educate
the community and stand against a plan that, from the get-go, was so clearly unscientific,
unethical, and unsafe. In the end, reason, compassion, and common sense prevailed.
People helped not just from the local area, peacefully protesting and speaking out at
meeting after meeting, enduring the trustees’ disrespect, derision, and at times, outright
suppression. People from dozens of countries signed our petition (12,429 to date) and
helped in many other ways for political change within Cayuga Heights, offering much needed
moral support.However, while the Mayor has conceded that the killing cannot proceed,
she qualifies her statement by adding, “for now.”
The trustees’ new plan is to sterilize 145 deer over a period of two weeks, using the
same contractor originally slated to kill the deer.They have publicly expressed an interest
in reviving the killing plan if new laws can be passed that will enable the discharge of
firearms closer than 500 feet to homes. The cruel net & bolt option was also discussed
by the trustees.
Incredibly, there is no indication that the trustees have taken any of the extraordinary
events of the last four years as an indication that backyard mass slaughter is a bad idea.
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We will not rest until the kill program is permanently rescinded, and a long-term, nonviolent alternative is implemented in Cayuga Heights, enabling deer and humans to peacefully
co-exist. Together, we have made a real difference, not just for the people and animals of
this community, but for all of those fighting wildlife killing campaigns in other communities
around the globe.’
http://www.cayugadeer.org
SOUTH AFRICA. Research: Alternatives Events.
Over a week of events on replacement alternatives in education, research and testing
were held across South Africa from 23 August 2012.
Co-organised by InterNICHE and the National Council of SPCAs, the events comprised
the first major alternatives outreach in the country. The workshops were held at
Onderstepoort Veterinary Animal Hospital, University of Pretoria, with follow-up seminars
at universities at six cities across the country.
InterNICHE Co-ordinator Nick Jukes and the NSPCA team were joined by research and
testing experts Dr Barbara Grune from the German Federal Institute for Risk Assessment
(BfR), and QCA patron Dr André Menache from Antidote Europe…
Veterinarian André Menache questioned the use of animal models in an age of humanbased research and personalised medicine. He reflected on animal research ethics
committees and questioned their effectiveness, particularly their lack of transparency
and public accountability. He also questioned the use of sentient animals in fundamental
research, which very rarely leads to medical progress and yet is sold to the public as
essential and life-saving.
Read more at:
http://altweb.jhsph.edu/news/2012/s_africa_alt_events.html
‘InterNICHE is the International Network for Humane Education. We aim for
high quality, fully humane education and training in medicine, veterinary medicine and
biological science.We support progressive science teaching and the replacement of animal
experiments by working with teachers to introduce alternatives and with students to
support freedom of conscience.’
www.interniche.org
HUNTING BANS
The Minister for the Environment in Botswana has announced a ban from January 2014
on the commercial hunting of wild – but not domesticated - animals, owing to declining
numbers there.
Elephant hunting is the second most important source of revenue after diamonds in
Botswana.
Readers will remember the Spanish king gained unwelcome publicity after killing an
elephant there last year and had to apologise.
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Zambia.
In January, Sylvia Masebo, Minister of Tourism and Arts in Zambia extended the ban on
the hunting of lions and other big cats to all species in all the reserves and parks in the
country. According to the minister, animal life is diminishing at a rapid rate in Zambia.
This ban is without precedent and Zambia now joins Botswana and Kenya, which already
have a total ban on sports hunting to preserve their fauna, attract tourism and maintain
a balance in the ecosystem.
Naturally some professional hunters, mainly foreigners and Zambians based overseas, are
not happy. Arrangements made with foreign hunters will go on hold next year, but those
involving the hunting of big cats will be postponed indefinitely.
Zambia has lost billions of kwacha, the local currency, because foreigners have been buying
up the hunting at a very low price. For instance, some 153 antelopes were sold to a South
African consortium for four times less than their official value.
Reports courtesy of Animanaturalis: www.animanaturalis.org
COLOMBIA: HORSE DRAWN VEHICLES IN BOGOTÁ.
AnimaNaturalis Internacional, the excellent Hispanic organisation working for animal
rights in Spain,Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela, whom we
have featured on many previous occasions, in January 2013 celebrated the beginning of
the process of substitution of horse drawn vehicles in Bogotá, capital of Colombia, which
is considered one of the worst examples of abuse of animals in the country.
Andrea Padilla, spokesperson for AnimaNaturalis in Colombia, stated:
“ we’ve been following this process for several years now and never seen as much good
will as is now being shown by Mayor Petro in the matter of this and other problems
impacting on animal rights ... the substitution will be effected before the end of the year…”.
Viable motorised alternatives for the 2,890 horse drawn cart owners are available.
Furthermore, a guarantee for the appropriate reception, treatment and management of
the 2,200 equines who will leave the streets has been made under the supervision of the
department of transport and 4 specialist vets. So far, 1000 guardians for the horses have
been confirmed, out of 5,200 offers made.
The swap over of all vehicles should be made in September.
Andrea Padilla concluded by expressing concern over slow process in other parts of the
country, but hoped that Bogotá, as the capital city, would be an example for others to
follow. http://www.animanaturalis.org/
AUSTRALIA - LIVE EXPORTS: VETS AGAINST LIVE EXPORT (VALE)
In late September 2012, Vets Against Live Export (VALE) stated that the news of 10,000
Australian sheep being brutally killed by Pakistani authorities was yet another indication
that the whole live export system is failing. In 2004, after the Cormo Express incident
when Saudi Arabia rejected a shipment of 55,000 sheep [and the sheep were stranded at
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sea for almost three months], the Australian government changed legislation and set up
Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) with some importing countries. After revelations
of cruelty to Australian animals in Indonesia last year, the Australian government again
tried to impose legal measures to protect exported animals. The Export Supply Chain
Assurance System (ESCAS), which allocated $5 million of taxpayer money directly to
the exporters, was set up in an attempt to ensure that Australian animals are treated
properly in importing countries.
Both the MOUs and ESCAS have failed Australian sheep.A shipment of 22,000 sheep exported
from Fremantle at the beginning of August by export licence holder Wellard was rejected 33
days later by Bahrain, which claimed the sheep had “scabby mouth”.The MOU between the
Australian and Bahrain governments requires the Bahrain government to offload any rejected
animals into quarantine facilities. Clearly, Bahrain did not comply with that agreement. This
was the first time that an MOU had been tested and the Bahraini response indicated that
MOU system had failed.
Subsequent events demonstrated that the ESCAS also failed.Wellard and the Department
of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF) reported that the rejected sheep were
being shipped to Pakistan, with an ESCAS in place.This was surprising, given there was no
MOU with Pakistan, it was not on DAFF’s list of destinations with an approved ESCAS,
and contrary to Wellard’s claims of a long-established record of exporting animals to
Pakistan, they had made only one shipment to Pakistan since records became publicly
available in 2005.
The ESCAS should have ensured that sheep were handled and slaughtered according to
the (minimal) recommendations of the OIE.There was also a separate legal requirement
for the exporter to have a contingency plan covering rejection of the animals by Pakistan.
It appears that neither protection mechanism worked.The Pakistani authorities rejected
the animals, claiming that the sheep were infected with a variety of diseases (including
foot and mouth disease, scabby mouth, salmonellosis and anthrax) and commenced a
brutal cull.Wellard representatives were excluded from the feedlot whilst the sheep were
reportedly clubbed and stabbed to death with some buried alive. All 21,000 or so sheep
were eventually culled; the second culling was not filmed.
Since its inception, ESCAS has been breached in Indonesia and possibly Kuwait. To date,
no sanctions have followed.
Wellard’s Managing Director, Steve Meerwald told the media that the events in Pakistan
happened despite Wellard’s best efforts.
VALE’s legal adviser, Dr Malcolm Caulfield said ‘I think this illustrates that the
ESCAS can never be enforced, because claiming events happen beyond your control will
be a very good legal defence. All the ESCAS system requires is that an exporter declares
they will make best efforts.’
Spokesperson for VALE, Dr Sue Foster, said:
‘…This latest animal welfare disaster provides the most comprehensive example that
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there is nothing Australia can do to provide adequate protection for Australian animals
once they board an export ship.’
www.vale.org.au
“It’s unfortunate, but here will always be incidents of cruelty in the live export
trade…”
In early December 2012, two days after ABC TV’s 7.30 programme screened shocking
videos of abattoir workers in Israel tormenting cattle allegedly from Australia, Federal
Agriculture Minister Joe Ludwig made the statement above, whilst maintaining that there
have been significant improvements in the trade.
The Australian Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries launched an investigation
into the matter, with Israeli authorities assisting.
The investigation into the slaughterhouse, owned by a dairy company, was prompted by
an exposé on Israeli investigative programme Kolbotek, which purportedly showed the
slaughterhouse’s safety director instructing an undercover researcher on how to use an
electric shocker to force the calves to move more quickly. (in this context, ‘calves’ means
‘cows’).
The head of the Agriculture Ministry’s veterinary service also summoned the four
veterinarians employed at the slaughterhouse to appear at a hearing on the matter, a
preliminary step necessary before any formal action can be taken against them.
Kelvin Thomson MP said: “The treatment of these cattle was described as sadistic,
and appalling, not by me, not by animal welfare activists, but by industry and government
representatives… We don’t know about this mistreatment due to the work of industry
appointed auditors.We know about it due to the footage obtained by an Israeli journalist
working undercover…”
Tasmanian independent MP Andrew Wilkie said the incident made a mockery of the
federal government’s attempts to clean up the embattled industry.
The Australian Greens’ animal welfare spokesperson Lee Rhiannon said the
government’s new live exports regulatory system had failed to protect animals sent abroad.
The Greens have been pushing for the live animal trade to be replaced by a domestic
industry that processes and packages meat for export at new facilities in northern Australia.
For more on this issue please see: www.animalsaustralia.org/israel
Latest:
On January 6 2013 came the latest exposure of the cruelty inherent in the live export industry
– the deaths of 65 cattle after a shipment containing pregnant cows was sent to Mauritius on
October 5 2012.
Two cows are said to have given birth during the voyage, which usually takes 10 days, four cows
were found to be pregnant when slaughtered and further testing revealed many more pregnant
in the feedlot.
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It is illegal in Mauritius to slaughter animals in that condition – not the case in Australia, but
exporters must notify authorities of any pregnant cattle. It is however alleged that the Australian
authorities provided paperwork to the effect that none of the 2061 cows exported was in that
condition. Local police are now investigating how the 65 cows died.
Animals Australia - which was contacted by a representative of the importer at the same time
as the exporter reported the potential breach to the Australian authorities – sent a veterinary
surgeon to Mauritius who confirmed cows had been pregnant.
~ Thanks to the New South Wales representative on the Animals Australia Executive,
Anna Hall, for directing us to this information, which appeared in more detail in The
Australian newspaper.
www.animalsaustralia.org
…and NEW ZEALAND: Latest, from January 16 2013:
Radio New Zealand reported that about 7,200 dairy cows were due to be exported from
New Zealand to China - a three week journey - in what could be their largest ever
shipment of live cattle.
This has provoked a debate over the ethics of exporting live animals.
It is reported that New Zealand exports some 20,000 live cattle each year on modern ships
equipped with ventilation and watering systems, with the animals watched continuously
by vets.
The opposition Green Party said exporting thousands of live animals was cruel and needed
to be more tightly controlled and that New Zealand could sell stock to other countries
by exporting genetic material.
N.B. Outrage over the deaths of 5000 sheep being exported from NZ to Saudi Arabia in
2004 led to a ban on their export, which we understand is still in place.
BOOK REVIEW
Art and Animals, Giovanni Aloi
I.B.Tauris. PB: ISBN 978-1-84885-525-015. December 2011
Our relationship with non-human animals, as expressed through contemporary, conceptual
art, is compellingly and accessibly explored by Giovanni Aloi in Art and Animals.A key aim of
the Art and …. Series is to: “…connect art back to the real stuff of life.” With contextual
reference to historic practices, Aloi succeeds in doing just this, exploring this complex
subject and making connections to many of today’s moral and ethical issues.
The book is illustrated throughout with photographs of art works and descriptions of how
the artists seek to communicate. Many of them question and challenge how we perceive
and live alongside animals, addressing themes such as: speciesism; the ‘use’ of animals in
art as subject, medium and material; representation of animals from non-anthropomorphic
standpoints; the depersonalisation of the animal and subsequent reduction to object,
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trophy, specimen, pet, pest, vermin; nature as a resource to utilise and dominate; the human
obsession with collecting, categorising and labelling the natural world; the representation
of man, the hunter, as courageous hero. Some of the artists included describe themselves
as animal rights activists.
A vast amount of engrossing material is packed into 170 pages.To take just one area - the
Victorian passion for taxidermy – as well as providing a thought-provoking examination
of the history of taxidermy, the reader is then introduced to contemporary engagement
with this practice, much of which seeks to subvert.
For example, the polar bear icon is the subject of nanoq: flat out and bluesome (on-going
since 2001) a four-part project by artist duo Bryndis Snaebjornsdottir and Mark Wilson.
Over three years, the duo located 34 taxidermied polar bears in private and public
UK collections. Through carefully researching each bear’s provenance and employing
different ways to re-present groups of the bears (‘wild’ poses to enhance the hunter’s
image as ‘courageous’) the artists alert viewers to themes such as indiscriminate killing,
the questionable ‘unnatural habitat’ of wildlife and museum display, and the polar bear as
representative icon of global warming.
A polar bear also features in the far smaller-scale work, Survival of the Cutest (Who Gets
on the Ark?) (1990) in which Mark Dion loads a wheelbarrow with stuffed toy animals,
selecting only those he believes environmentalists deem iconic and worth saving - panda,
polar bear, elephant, whale etc…. Why the wheelbarrow? Survival of the Cutest is part of
a sculpture installation with William Scheffernine called Wheel Barrows for Progress. So
perhaps Irony in that title?
A warning: Some chapters in Art and Animals make for deeply distressing reading as Aloi,
rightly, does not shrink from confronting some of the worst excesses of cruelty in the
name of art. Occasionally these have been unveiled as hoaxes, others could merely be,
as Aloi ponders the work of one individual: “…a stunt designed to promote the work of
an otherwise rather unoriginal photographer?”
I found Art and Animals to be absorbing, revealing, upsetting and ultimately enlightening. It
is a valuable contribution to ‘why’ of social construction, as well as the cultural dialogue
on animal rights.
~ Ann Johnson.

The well-taught philosophic mind
To all compassion gives;
Casts round the world an equal eye,
And feels for all that lives.
~ From The Mouse’s Petition, by Anna Letitia Barbauld 1743-1825
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RUNNING HARE
for Robert Gillmor
There is often running away,
running up a seam or debt,
running out of steam or time
but then there is just running
unqualified except for being
absorbed in the act itself,
bone with muscle, nerve intense,
elating in sure-fire kicks
down against firm ground,
able even, ears flung back,
to hurtle headlong, head strong
way beneath an electric fence.
~ Bob Ward

FIRST SIGHTING
(For R V Bailey)
I dismiss the face in swirling waters
like a figure in knotted oak.
A watcher stills me; disbelief resolves into:
whiskers, webbed toes, rudder-tail stalling the current.
Stealth-gazers all,
this otter’s already out-sensed us.
Ahead of your greyhound stare,
it dissolves into a pulse of silver bubbles,
turns somersaults inside my head,
works your nostrils with growing doubt.
~ Chris Kinsey.
Gordon Yapp, member of Clun Meeting, works with Chris on art and poetry
projects. His illustration to the booklet First Sighting is reproduced with permission
on the back cover.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
QUAKER CONCERN FOR ANIMALS ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
May 11 2013
At Friends’ House, 173, Euston Road, London.
Speaker: Dr. Dan Lyons, CEO of the Centre for Animals and Social Justice
(CASJ) will speak on: Understanding and overcoming obstacles to animal protection.
Papers on the AGM accompany this newsletter.
ECUMENICAL ANIMAL WELFARE RETREAT
May 13 – 17 2013
HOLLAND HOUSE, CROPTHORNE, NEAR EVESHAM, WORCS
Stimulating speakers, the company of like-minded people and thoughtful liturgies
and prayer-times.
£285 per person or £75 pp per day
Please contact Mrs. Irene Casey, 32, Pindars Farm Road, Warrington WA1 2GF
10th. INTERFAITH CELEBRATION OF ANIMALS
To commemorate the feast day of Francis of Assisi and the birthday of Mahatma
Gandhi
on Saturday 5 October at 3 pm 2013.
Golders Green Unitarians, Hoop Lane, Golders Green.
Gavin Grant, CEO of the RSPCA, will light a candle for the world’s animals and
be our main speaker.
Other speakers will represent the Buddhist, Christian, Hindu, Jain, Muslim, Quaker,
Sikh, Universal Unitarian faiths. More to be confirmed.
For more details, please contact Feargus O’Connor, minister of Golders Green
Unitarians and QCA committee member, at:
ggunirev@aol.com
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Eddy the beagle at the Harlan Vigil – page 8

Buck and fawn, courtesy of Alexandra Giordano - page 19

Hare, courtesy of Mike Huskisson. www.acigawis.org.uk - page 14, 26

First Sighting – page 26

The Doctor Hadwen Trust in Parliament – page 5
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